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Determined to remove herself from the rules regulations of her overbearing religious parents, Avery
escapes to college and is determined to make it on her own. Working as a bartender, and mere
weeks before her college graduation, she finds herself face to face with thirty members of an Outlaw
Motorcycle Club. She had no idea when the President of the club walked in sheâ€™d go weak in the
knees for the gorgeous tattooed biker. Axton (aka Slice) is the President of the Selected Sinners
MC. At the onset of a huge gun deal with a notorious prison gang, he has no time or desire to have
a woman in his life. Abused by his Hellâ€™s Angel father as a child, and wronged by every woman
in his past, Axton has one devotion - the MC. After finding out he needs Averyâ€™s Criminal Justice
education and her linguistic skills to assist in making the gun deal a success, Axton reluctantly
approaches her to act as his interpreter. Hoping to win Axton over, Avery attempts to turn off her
smart mouth, turn on her charm, and become his woman of interest; even if it means sacrificing a
level of independence sheâ€™s grown accustomed to. But when the gun deal goes to hell in an
hand basket, both Avery and Axton are left wondering what their next move may be. *NOTE TO
READERS* Making the Cut is a stand-alone love story. It does have explicit language, sexual
situations, and the intricacies of being in an Outlaw Motorcycle Club depicted, but contains NO
CHEATING. All sexual partners in this MC Erotic Romance are over the age of 18. Stand alone love
story. HEA. No cliff hanger. Making the Cut is Book I in a series of stand alone Erotic Romance MC
novels.
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I just happened to stumble upon this book. I have to say this was a very pleasant surprise. I am an
avid reader and love a good MC book. I have read my share and here lately have been in kind of an
MC funk. Most of the ones I have read lately have started to all sound the same. I was getting a little
worried I wasn't going to find a good read in the MC world of romance.To say I am pleased is an
understatement. This book was absolutely brilliant. I loved the story, loved the flow, loved the
characters and loved the secondary characters as well. I was also very impressed at how true the
author stayed with the MC world. Most books you read, you sit there and tell yourself "This so does
not really happen" or "That is Not how things really work." Or my favorite, "Seriously, they do Not
talk like that!" But we tend to look past it due to we understand it is a work of fiction.Well, this author
not only did an amazing job on the writing in and of itself, but stayed true to the lifestyle of an MC
and did it brilliantly. Yes, this is a work of fiction. However, I didn't find myself pausing to tell myself
the things I normally tend to do while reading MC romance. Job amazingly well done!I'm not going
to go into the story because I truly believe this is one you just need to read yourself. I will say that
the story was absolutely amazing and the writing was wonderful and the flow was right on point.
Yes, it takes a while for the main characters to really get into their relationship with each other, but
as you read you find that you truly don't mind and see that really, it was the only way.The growth
that these characters go through was very well done. I found myself going through it right along with
them. You find you can't help but to root for them.

"There is a principle which is a bar against all information, which is proof against all arguments and
which cannot fail to keep a man in everlasting ignorance--that principle is contempt prior to
investigation." ~ Herbert SpencerThe above is one of my all time favorite quotes, and it is a belief
that requires willingness, honesty and open mindedness, things I try to use in my life. Which leads
me to personally always want to figure things out (shh, I am reading directions), to ask questions
(yes I was the nerd who raised her hand in college lecture hall), and make sure everything fits
together (reigning puzzle master supreme). I am saying all this because it will help you understand
why I love to read Mr. Hildreth's books, plain and simple he makes me think, he makes me want to
get to know the characters, and he makes want to understand their journey, even and especially if I

do not agree with all of their steps. Making the Cut is the latest excellent installment of a Scott
Hildreth book and it is an absolute MUST READ!The story starts with Avery, who I LOVED. I am not
sure if y'all do this but I frequently laugh out loud, throw out unwanted advice, and giggle snarky
come back comments to the characters as I read. Avery got all three, which puts her at girlfriend
status in my mind. I loved her, she was real, honest, and open-minded. I felt her beauty was in her
strength, one of my favorite scenes involved the below picture...In comes Axton, he is the piece of
the story I needed to remember that ignorance is contempt prior to investigation.

I'm not sure where to begin. This really isn't your typical MC story, yet it was. There was some gritty
biker business taken care of. There was some big, bad, rough, mean, sexy bikers. There was also
romance, but not what you would expect. There was no insta-love, no wham-bamm, and thankfully,
no club whores - but there was the building of a relationship over time. There was...progress.I loved
just about everything with Avery and yes, Axton. Avery was who she was, and even though she was
a little insecure - she knew what she wanted, knew how to get it - and stuck with her plan to get
there. I loved her moments of insight and internal conversations with herself, and I enjoyed her
sense of humor. She was persistent, strong, and yes, even cute. Even with her chances being "slim
to none", she persevered.The best part about Axton, was how he was with Avery. That he never
expected a relationship from her, but just took his time with her, yet never led her on. She came
from out of nowhere, and into his life, and ended up being someone who became and integral part
of world. Don't get me wrong though, he wasn't changing for her, he's not "flowers and cards" - he's
just exactly who he puts out there - he's a biker through and through, that comes first. He's a lot
rough and doesn't put up with s*** - take it or leave it, and trust me - you will take it!This is the third
Scott Hildreth book I've read, and each one has been drastically different from the others. And even
though they are all different, the common element is that each story has grabbed hold of me, and
totally kept me wrapped up in the book, not wanting to get up until the story is finished. Each books
characters are so complex, yet easy to know and like.
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